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Quantum	Computer

What	are	you	going	to	do	with	it?

10-20	quantum	bits	now
50-100	qubits	in	the	next	5	years!

Quantum Computer



Quantum Software is Fundamentally Different

• Qubit:	superposition	of		0	and	1
• Massive	parallel	computation:

• Each	extra	qubit	doubles number	of	parameters
• 300	qubits	bigger	than	number	of	atoms	in	universe
• Exponentially	large	state	space

• How	to	get	the	answer	out??
• Measuring destroys	computation!!

• Quantum	Program
• Use	interference to	cancel	unwanted	computations
• Counterintuitive,	fundamentally	different	from	

classical	programming
• Does	not	work	for	every	computational	problem!

• most	problems	no	speed-up!



Quantum Software

• Focus	mostly	on	quantum	hardware
• Time	is	now	to	put	more	effort	into	quantum	

software.	It	is	essential	for	a	successful	quantum	
future.

• Launch	research	center	for	quantum	software:	



“Enabling	the	power	of	
quantum	computers”



“Enabling the power of 
quantum computers”

This	talk:
What	are	the	effects	on	cryptography?



Talk Outline

n Classical	Cryptography

n Impact	of	Quantum	Computers	on	
Cryptography

n When	do	we	need	to	worry?

n Solutions

n Quantum	Future



Ancient Cryptography
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Ancient Cryptography
Claude	Shannon
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Diffie /	Hellman
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1950 2015

Charles	Babbage

1976

Auguste	Kerckhoffs

“een systeem van	
versleuteling moet
even	veilig zijn,	zelfs als
alles behalve de	sleutel
over	het	systeem
publiek bekend is”



Modern Cryptography

n is	everywhere!
n is	concerned	with	all	settings	where	people	do	not	
trust	each	other	



Cyber Security
“Cyber Security in the Netherlands is an important focal 
area that provides security, safety and privacy solutions 
that are vital for our economy including but not limited to 
critical infrastructures, smart cities, cloud computing, 
online services and e-government.”

Cloud computing
Internet of Things (IoT)

Payment systems
eHealth

Auto-updates – Digital Signatures
Secure Browsing - TLS/SSL

VPN – IPSec
Secure email – s/MIME, PGP

RSA, DSA, DH, 
ECDH, …

AES, 3-DES, SHA, … Based on slides by 
Michele Mosca



Quantum Effects

n Classical	bit:	0	or	1
n Quantum	bit:	can	be	in	
superposition	of	0	and	1

n Yields	a	more	powerful	computational	model:	
n Shor’s	algorithm	allows	to	factor	numbers
n Grover’s	algorithm	allows	to	search	faster



n [Shor	’94]	Polynomial-time	quantum	algorithm	
for	factoring	integer	numbers

n 15	=	3	*	5
n 27	=	3	*	3	*	3
n 31	=	1	*	31
n 57	=	3	*	19
n 91	=	7	*	13			
n 173	=	1	*	173
n RSA-100	=	

152260502792253336053561837813263742971806811496138068
8657908494580122963258952897654000350692006139		=	
37975227936943673922808872755445627854565536638199	×
40094690950920881030683735292761468389214899724061

Quantum Algorithms: Factoring



Quantum Algorithms: Factoring
n [Shor	’94]	Polynomial-time	quantum	algorithm	

for	factoring	integer	numbers

n Classical		Computer	:	Exponential	time
n Quantum	Computer	: Poly-time:		n2

n For	a	600-digit	number	(RSA-2048)	
n Classical:	age	of	universe
n Quantum:	few	minutes



Current Cryptography under 
Quantum Attacks

Security	level

systems

Conventional	attacks Quantum	attacks

Symmetric-key	
encryption	(AES-256) 256	bits	of	security 128	bits

Hash	functions	
(SHA3-256) 128	bits 85	bits

Public-key crypto	
(key	exchange,	digital	
signatures,	encryption)
(RSA-2048,	ECC-256)

112	bits ~ 0	bits

n Products,	services,	businesses	relying	on	security	either	
stop	functioning	or	do	not	provide	expected	levels	of	
security	(like	last	week’s	ransomware	events)



When do we need to worry?

time
2017

Depends	on:
n How	long	do	you	need	to	keep	your	secrets	

secure?	(x	years)
n How	much	time	will	it	take	to	re-tool	the	

existing	infrastructure?	(y	years)
n How	long	will	it	take	for	a	large-scale	quantum	

computer	to	be	built?	(z	years)
n Theorem	(Mosca):	If	x	+	y	>	z,	then	worry.

y x

z secrets	revealed

2027	?

n Corollary:	If	x	>	z	or	y	>	z,	you	are	in	big	trouble! Slide	by	
Michele	Mosca



Talk Outline

üClassical Cryptography

üImpact of Quantum Computers 
on Crypto

üWhen do we need to worry?
n Solutions

n Quantum Future



Solution: 
Quantum-Safe Cryptography

Slide	by	Michele	Mosca

Classical	quantum-safe	
cryptography

(post-quantum	crypto)
Quantum	Cryptography



Quantum Crypto Landscape
Security	level

systems

Conventional	attacks Quantum	attacks

Symmetric-key	
encryption	(AES-256) 256	bits 128	bits

Hash	functions	
(SHA3-256) 128	bits 85	bits

Public-key crypto	
(key	exchange,	digital	
signatures,	encryption)
(RSA-2048)

112	bits ~	0	bits

Hash-based	signatures probably probably

McEliece probably probably

Lattice-based probably probably

Quantum	Key
Distribution	(QKD) provable provablete
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Conventional Quantum-Safe Crypto
n Wanted:	new	assumptions	to	replace	factoring	and	
discrete	logarithms	in	order	to	build	conventional	
public-key	cryptography	



Quantum Key 
Distribution (QKD)

Alice

Bob

Eve

n Offers	an	quantum	solution	to	the	key-exchange	problem	
which	does	not	rely	on	computational	assumptions	

[Bennett	Brassard	84]

k = 0101 1011 k = 0101 1011

k = ?



Quantum Key 
Distribution (QKD)

Alice

Bob

Eve
n technically	feasible:	no	quantum	computer	required,	

only	quantum	communication

[Bennett	Brassard	84]
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Solution: 
Quantum-Safe Cryptography

Slide	by	Michele	Mosca

Conventional	quantum-
safe	cryptography

(post-quantum	crypto)

• Can	be	deployed	without	
quantum	technologies	

• Believed	to	be	secure	against	
quantum	attacks	of	the	future

Quantum	Cryptography

• Requires	some	quantum	
technology	(but	no	large-
scale	quantum	computer)

• Typically	no	computational	
assumptions



Talk Outline

üClassical Cryptography

üImpact of Quantum Computers 
on Crypto

üWhen do we need to worry?

üSolutions
n Quantum Future



Quantum Research in NL

QuTech:	135	mln €	,	50	mln $	Intel
May	2017:	NWO	Zwaartekracht:	18.8	mln €	for	10	years



Quantum Research in EU

17	May	2016:	1	mld €	flagship	program	on	Q	technologies



Quantum Research Worldwide

Waterloo,	Singapore,	Santa	Barbara,	China,	…



Quantum Networks

n 2000km	QKD	backbone	network	
between	Beijing	and	Shanghai

n first	QKD	satellite	launched	
in	2016	from	China

n Quantum	entanglement	allows	to	
generate	secure	keys	(like	QKD)
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Research Theme II 
Software for Quantum Networks 
 

Aim: To overcome the theoretical challenges in enabling long distance quantum communication. 
Theme leader: Wehner 
Participants: Beenakker, Bertels, Bouwmeester, Briët, Buhrman, Fehr, Grünwald, Hanson, Laurent, Plaat, Schaffner, 
Taminiau, van Deursen, de Wolf  
 
Overview and motivation 
A quantum network connects different quantum devices using quantum communication [Gis07]. This allows us to 
solve tasks that are provably impossible to achieve using classical information processing. Many applications for 
quantum networks need only very few qubits to obtain 
a genuine quantum advantage over any classical 
technology. A quantum network that connects many 
distant nodes is called a quantum internet. In the 
future, a quantum internet will operate in parallel to the 
internet of today, and ultimately allow quantum 
communication between any two points on earth.  
 
Possibly the best known application of quantum 
communication is quantum key distribution [Ben84, 
Eke91], which allows two network nodes to establish an 
encryption key whose security is guaranteed even if the 
attacker has an arbitrarily powerful quantum computer. 
Quantum cryptography is fully future proof:  even if a 
quantum computer is built in the future, its security 
cannot be broken retroactively. Systems performing 
quantum key distributions are already commercially 
available,1 but only for short distances.  
 
Applications of a quantum network go far beyond 
cryptography. For example, a quantum network can 
connect nearby quantum devices - small quantum 
computers on a chip - in order to assemble a larger 
quantum computer. This is a promising avenue towards 
a gradual scalability of quantum computers to work on 
an ever-increasing number of quantum bits. 
 
We are now at a moment in time that the realization of quantum networks is within our grasp. At last, small quantum 
devices that can store and operate on a small number of qubits exist. However, we cannot hope to build such networks 
by a solely experimental effort. Formidable theoretical challenges now need to be addressed by computer science and 
physics to move forward.  
 
Quantum networks raise many fundamental as well as technological challenges. On a fundamental level, quantum 
information behaves very differently than classical information. For example, quantum bits cannot be copied, ruling 
out repetition as a means to correct errors. On a technological level, sending a quantum bit over a distance of more 

                                                   
1 Commercial devices are available from idQuantique and Toshiba, and companies such as NEC, Mitsubishi, Huawei have devices under 
development. 

 
Figure 2.3: Software enables the quantum internet 
demonstrator (Theme IV) by a team that joins 
expertise from quantum information theory, theoretical 
and experimental physics, machine learning, and 
computer engineering. Application protocols will be 
tested on this fully quantum network.  
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than 200km in fiber is – without error 
correction or other techniques – next to 
impossible using any means of transmission 
known today. Most quantum devices can 
store qubits only for a very short time.  
 
Challenges 
Following the common layers of abstractions 
in a network (Figure 2.5 below) we can group 
the challenges into three lines, which we 
address in a concerted effort. The theoretical 
challenges described here are directly linked 
to the quantum internet demonstrator 
described in Theme IV. 
 
Challenge II.1: How can we exploit a 
quantum internet? 
A quantum internet allows the creation and 
manipulation of quantum entanglement over 
unprecedented distances. It will operate in parallel to the existing internet to enable new communication technologies 
that are impossible to achieve using classical communication.  
 
We already know several applications of a quantum internet that go beyond quantum cryptography. For example, a 

quantum internet enables remote users to 
perform secure computations on the first quantum 
computers in the cloud [Chi05, Bro08, Aha10]. 
Quantum communication also allows some 
distributed computational problems to be solved 
with an exponentially smaller communication 
[Buh98, Buh01-1] overhead, and pushes the 
boundaries of what is possible in other areas of 
science: quantum communication enables long 
baseline interferometry improving the accuracy of 
telescopes [Got12], more accurate clock 
synchronization [Kom14], and even probes of 
gravitational effects using long-distance 
entanglement [Rid12].  
 
We want to discover useful new applications, and 
determine the ultimate limits of what is possible 
to achieve. A specific goal is to design protocols 
that can work using noisy quantum devices as 
they can be realized in practice. 
 
Challenge II.2: What architecture allows 
quantum communication over continental 
distances? 
A quantum repeater [Bri07] can in principle 
enable quantum communication over any 
distance. Many proposals for quantum repeater 

Figure 2.4: Each node in a quantum network is a small quantum 
computer that can operate on, and store a few quantum bits. 
Network nodes that are physically close (~150 km) can be 
connected by a direct quantum communication channel. The 
nodes can also communicate over classical communication 
channels, and establish entanglement with which qubits can be 
sent using teleportation. Such entanglement gives virtual 
entangled links that allow quantum communication over long 
distances. 
 

 
Figure 2.5: As in classical networking, we may identify 
different layers of abstractions in a quantum network, each 
of which is reflected by one of the challenges our team will 
need to overcome. Due to special features of quantum 
entanglement it is part of our task to lay the fundamental 
groundwork of what layers of abstractions are suitable for 
quantum networks. Examples exist that suggest that it can 
be advantageous to correct errors only in the application 
layer. In part, this is due to the fact that we will have a 
parallel classical internet next to the quantum internet, 
leading to an interleaving of layers between the two. 
 



Secure Computing in 
Quantum Cloud
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n Distributed	quantum	computing

n Recent	result:	quantum	
homomorphic	encryption	allows	
for	secure	delegated	quantum	
computation

Y.	Dulek,	C.	Schaffner,	and	F.	Speelman,	arXiv:1603.09717
Quantum	homomorphic	encryption	for	polynomial-sized	
circuits,	in	CRYPTO	2016,	QIP	2017	



Summary

üCyber	Security

üImpact	of	Quantum	Computing on	crypto

Cloud	computing
Internet	of	Things (IoT)

Payment systems,	eHealth

Auto-updates	– Digital	Signatures
Secure	Browsing - TLS/SSL

VPN	– IPSec
Secure	email	– s/MIME,	PGP

RSA,	DSA,	DH,	ECDH,	…
AES,	3-DES,	SHA,	…

Security	level

systems

Conventional	
attacks

Quantum	attacks

Symmetric-key	
crypto 128	bits reduced

Public-key crypto 112	bits broken! Thm:	If	x	+	y	>	z,	
then	worry



Summary

üQuantum-safe crypto:

üQuantum	Key	Distribution,	Quantum	Cloud

Conventional quantum-
safe	cryptography

(post-quantum crypto)
Quantum	Cryptography



Thank	you	for	your	attention!

Questions

Get	in	touch:	schaffner@qusoft.org


